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LLV would like to welcome you INTO
TEMPTATION 2018

TEMPTATION HOTEL AND SPA,
CANCUN, MEXICO, April 9, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- LLV would like to
welcome you INTO TEMPTATION 2018,
Where you will Free your spirit & find
your fun, at the renovated and revitalized
unique “Playground for Grown-
Ups”…Temptation Resort and Spa,
Cancun, Mexico. 
Once again we bring you an event that
many will remember for a long time.
Those who have traveled with us before,
know that it will be unique, with the
unique style of LLV.

"SEXY, ADVENTUROUS AND
ENGAGING EVENTS FOR THOSE
WHO DARE TO BE TEMPTED"
Feel your temperature rise while being
seduced you from the moment you
arrive. LLV will take you on a provocative
journey of mind-blowing experiences full of sugar & spice and everything nice. Little by little the
vigorous and exciting atmosphere will push the boundaries fulfilling your elevated expectations of an
adult-centric getaway.

Free your spirit & finds your
fun, at the very unique
“Playground for Grownups””

temptation

TEMPTATION RESORT AND SPA, CANCÚN
Adults & couples • Topless optional • Fun • Tempting •
Sensual • All inclusive 

Experience up close and personal, our unique, one-of-a-kind
“Playground for Grown-Ups”, 21+. Brace yourself for a whole
new level of electrifying, adult vacationing! While playing at

our adult-centric, superior all-inclusive, topless-optional resort, you will enjoy a sense of freedom and
empowerment you never knew existed, and not to mention an insanely sexy amount of fun.  

Karim Rashid, the creator of “sensual minimalism”, a concept inspired by the human body, has
redefined Cancun’s skyline with a spectacular, seven-story, 430 room superstructure full of sensual
curves and bright colors, stimulating you with a sensual vibe throughout the entire property. You will
find yourself being seduced by all that our unique, signature playgrounds have to offer.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.luxury-lifestyle-vacations.com/Temptation.asp


Try something new, something you have
never experienced before, go topless!
You won’t have to worry about poorly
fitting bathing suit tops and funny tan
lines ever again when living your topless-
optional dream, at the most provocative
open-minded beach in the Caribbean.
Throughout the day feel the electrical
currents pulsate through your body at our
electrifying “Sexy Pool”, or join us at
“Bash”, a high-energy hotspot with
riveting, nightly entertainment. Or if you
prefer to embrace the game of seduction
with your couple, our signature,
aphrodisiac restaurant, “SHE”, is the
playground for you.  

Set off on a journey of the senses, with
always indulgent culinary experiences at
one of 7 specialized restaurants,
accounting for more than 15 cuisines
from around the world. Compliment your
gastronomic experience by mixing &
mingling in a vigorous and exciting
atmosphere at five different bars, where
you will enjoy round-the-clock premium
beverage service.

Feel trendy and act provocatively while
living an enhanced, personalized guest
experience including the highest
international hotel standards and ground-
breaking design, complemented by
riveting entertainment, global
gastronomy, and luxurious
accommodations.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

-A unique concept for guests 21+ That
cater to adults only (21+), offering a
vibrant and passion-infused, topless- 
optional environment with spicy entertainment.
-Deluxe accommodations
-Riveting daytime activities Exclusive, sensual, adult-centric entertainment program designed to
satisfy all.
-Spicy nightly entertainment Spicy Signature Theme Nights, Pumping Parties hosted by Headliners,
Resident DJ’s & Live 
Musicians, Custom Shows & Performances.
-Two swimming pools Join us at the “Sexy Pool”, for a guaranteed posh, provocative & pumping
poolside experience, or the “Quiet Pool”, our peaceful aquatic oasis.
-Round the clock meal service including Seven specialized restaurants plus a gourmet café.



-Room Service: 24-Hour room service for an additional fee.
-24-hour select premium brand alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage service
-Five different bars, where you can meet, mix & mingle in a vigorous and exciting atmosphere.
-Fitness Center Workout in our sophisticated, state-of-the-art fitness center.
-Free Wi-Fi (Limited Access)
-All taxes and gratuities are included
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